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[SKELETON] MEDIATION AGREEMENT
Parties
1. [Name & Address]
(“Party A”)
2. [Name & Address]
(“Party B”)
3. [Name of Mediator c/o Sport Resolutions (UK), 1 Salisbury Square, London EC4Y 8AE]
(“the Mediator”)
and
4. Sport Resolutions (UK) (a trading name of The Sports Dispute Resolution Panel
Limited of 1 Salisbury Square, London EC4Y 8AE).

Objective (“the Objective”)
The Objective of the Mediation is [Insert here agreed wording for the “Objective” of the
Mediation].
Participation in the Mediation
1.

The Parties will attempt to further the Objective through mediation (“the Mediation”).
The SR Mediation Procedure (“the Mediation Procedure”) as varied by this agreement
will determine the conduct of the Mediation and is incorporated into, and forms part
of, this agreement.

The Mediator
2.

The Mediator will be [insert name of Mediator].

The Representatives
3.

The representatives for each of the Parties at the Mediation will be:
Party A:

[Insert names]

Party B:

[Insert names]
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(jointly “the Representatives”)
A Party will immediately notify the other Parties, SR and the Mediator of any change
to the above.
Each Representative in signing this agreement is deemed to be agreeing to the
provisions of this agreement on behalf of the Party he/she represents and all other
persons present on that Party’s behalf at the Mediation.
Other Participants
4.

The following, in addition to the Representatives, will be present on behalf of each of
the Parties at the Mediation:
Party A:

[Insert names]

Party B:

[Insert names]

Party C:

[Insert names]

A party will immediately notify the other Party, SR and the Mediator of any change to the
above.
Place and Time
5.

The Mediation will take place on [Insert date, time and venue].

Confidentiality
6.

Each Representative in signing this agreement is deemed to be agreeing to the
confidentiality provisions of the Mediation Procedure (set out in paragraphs 1.1 and
11) on behalf of the Party he/she represents and all other persons present on behalf
of that Party at the Mediation.

Law and Jurisdiction
7.

This agreement shall be governed by, construed and take effect in accordance with
English law. The courts of England and Wales shall have exclusive jurisdiction to
settle any claim, dispute or matter of difference which may arise out of or in
connection with the mediation.

Signed:
……………………………………………………….
For and on behalf of Party A
……………………………………………………….
For and on behalf of Party B
……………………………………………………….
For and on behalf of Party C
……………………………………………………….
Mediator
Dated:

………………………………………………………

Last review (date)
Reviewed by (name)
Next review and approval due (date)

August 2018
Audit & Risk Committee
August 2020

